
Audax Permanent The Horizontal Hundred –  Breaking the Mould  
– A Night Ride.     Sat 11 Feb 2017     John McMullan 

My plan for the riding season is to complete the Petite Year Round Randonneur. For the uninitiated, 
you ride one Audax per month (min 50km) and (I assume) your longest ride each month counts 
towards the PYRR 1200km total requirement. Only one ride per month counts. 

My plan is to ride the 50km riverloop Audax each month (meeting the one ride per month goal) and 
make up distance with a longer ride sometime later in the month.  

The last couple of months have been very hot with conditions that even make the seasoned riders 
work very hard to complete without timeouts. My attempt to maintain a minimum of a 100km ride 
each month has been a bit of a struggle with high temperatures for the inland indulgence and even 
warmer New Years Day (11 of 11). February presented an even warmer challenge as I DNF’d Bedrock 
and I am unsure of myself for Esk at Night (100 or 200? Due to the expected temperatures)  

Thinking about how to maintain my 100Km ride for the month I discussed permanents with PJ 
favoring the Sandgate / Scarborough 100 until the weather forecast came out (35 degrees). So the 
decision was for the Horizontal Hundred. I had completed this ride in its first route with PJ on the 
coolest day in January (about 25 degrees) so thought it was my best option. Our discussion came 
around to a novel approach – why not do it when the sun isn’t heating the ground so a call went out 
for an evening ride. 

David Foster answered my call and after a rapid gaining of a new Audax Australia member, we were 
all set for a 5pm start Saturday evening until the Boondal Wetlands had a wildfire go through which 
closed the bottom half of the bikeway. Many emails later, we had optional detours in hand (not 
programmed into the GPS of course – no cue sheets and relying on winter memories for the detour). 

Just before 5PM David and I had completed the compulsory lighting and vest checks and at 5pm we 
were on our way for an evening of cool riding temperatures, strong headwinds, slightly getting lost 
on our detour and most importantly getting the green arrow to turn off Sandgate Road towards the 
entertainment center. We chose to ride the northern part of the bikeway because the trees would 
block the wind really well and also because it was programmed into the GPS. 

We had a long rest at the Sandgate station lights (they take forever to change) and were soon onto 
Flinders parade, both driving into the headwind again and commenting on how boring this part of 
the ride is taking solace in that there would be a tail wind on the way back.  

Nineteenth Ave loomed and we were onto the bike path and onto the Ted Smout Memorial Bridge. 
David took the lead to make sure we stuck together and we were soon at the water bubbler at the 
northern carpark. It was close to sunset so Dave went to take a photo, and I took a photo of Dave 
taking a photo… 



 

 

The climb up Elizabeth Avenue was in the dusk and night fell and the moon started rising as we 
moved through the Kippa Ring and Rothwell back streets. Turning into Saltwater Drive the moon 
loomed large above the trees and David said ‘we should take a photo of that’ and when we got to 
the Deception Bay boardwalk we did. 



 

12KM later we arrived at the Maccas on D’Bay road for a bite to eat and get the Brevets signed. The 
temperature had dropped to a balmy 24 degrees, the locals were out and about in small numbers 
and after a nice rest we were off again. 

The route takes us back through Rothwell and Kippa Ring then out to Scarborough where the moon 
shed nice light on the route and we finally caught a tail wind for the ride back. PJ had thought the 
moonlit ride would be really good but that wasn’t the only awesome feature of the evening. Coming 
down Landsborough Avenue was one of the best light shows I have seen placed in trees. It looked 
like teardrops of light falling from the tree branches – spectacular and actually very distracting – 
beware of the roundabout! 

The remainder of the Redcliffe Peninsula had the usual nightlife starting to appear as we neared 
9pm with people taking in the cool evening air and pub music starting as we neared Woody Point. A 
quick stop for a cold drink at the service station and we were then off for the final leg across the 
bridge, nice tail wind). The Shornecliffe headland slowed us a little on the incline and David was 
slowing a bit (we went a little hard into our earlier headwind) and soon we were into the bikeways. I 
needed to top the water up so we chose the Sandgate Rd detour and by this time my ‘air seat’ was 
giving me a lot of curry so we spent a few minutes trying to get cold water from the tap. It would be 
cold after 20 seconds, then the second go it would be hotter and not cool down – I was too irritated 
with it so off we went with our tail wind only to be punished by every red light from Beams Road to 
the Toombul Road turnoff. No getting lost this time as we powered along with a welcome tailwind 
which was blowing away my complaints about a bicycle – rider interface problem and some yelling 
from a taxi on Nudgee road from the passenger who did not seem to be speaking intelligible English. 



David thought it might be Italian or something and surmised that he was hoping we had a very 
enjoyable ride. 

We arrived back at the start at a timely 10:30pm, temperature was a lovely 23 degrees and we were 
very thankful that we had ridden in the evening except for the cloud of mozzies that wanted to carry 
me away. 

Overall I do recommend taking selected permanents at night – not all may be suitable due to the 
night time traffic profiles but have a think about it to avoid the summer heat. The Horizontal 
Hundred may be a little slower at night through the bikeways as the light is from our headlights but 
overall it should be achievable for almost everyone. 

 


